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Abstract: The design optimisation of aerostructures is largely based on Multidisciplinary Design
Optimisation (MDO), which is a set of tools used by the aircraft industry to size primary structures:
wings, large portions of the fuselage or even an entire aircraft. The procedure is computationally
expensive, as it must account for several thousands of loadcases, multiple analyses with hundreds of
thousands of degrees of freedom, thousands of design variables and millions of constraints. Because
of this, the coarse Global Finite Element Model (GFEM), on which the procedure is based, cannot
be further refined. The structures represented in the GFEM contain many components and non-
regular areas, which require a detailed modelling to capture their complex mechanical behaviour.
Instead, in the GFEM, these components are represented by simplified models with approximated
stiffness, whose main role is to contribute to the identification of the load paths over the whole
structure. Therefore, these parts are kept fixed and are not constrained during the optimisation, as
the description of their internal deformation is not sufficiently accurate. In this paper, we show that
it would nevertheless be desirable to size the non-regular areas and the overall structures at once.
Firstly, we introduce the concept of non-regular areas in the context of a structural airframe MDO.
Secondly, we present a literature survey on MDO with a critical review of several architectures and
their current applications to aircraft design optimisation. Then, we analyse and demonstrate with
examples the possible consequences of neglecting non-regular areas when MDO is applied. In the
conclusion, we analyse the requirements for alternative approaches and why the current ones are
not viable solutions. Lastly, we discuss which characteristics of the problem could be exploited to
contain the computational cost.
Keywords: multidisciplinary design; MDO; optimisation; non-regular areas; global–local; FEM
1. Introduction
In this paper, we present in detail for the first time one of the challenges that practi-
tioners face in the application of MDO to airframe structural design: the need to consider
in detail the influence on the sizing of primary structures of some components, such
as manholes, cut-outs, bulkheads, and stringer run-outs. After reviewing the available
methodologies for MDO, the current practice in the industry and its limitations, we con-
clude by summarising the problem characteristics, which might allow this challenge to be
overcome.
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1.1. The Design Process Paradox
The design of any complex product, not only in the aircraft industry, starts with a list
of requirements or desired characteristics. At the beginning, the designers are free to make
any design decision, but as soon as the process starts, each new decision is influenced by
the previous ones. An example from our experience in aircraft design is that one must first
define the wing position and then design its profile and aspect ratio.
Although similar products developed in the past may serve as a reference, at the
beginning, the designers have a limited knowledge of how the new concept will match
the target requirements, simply because a design, which has not yet been defined in detail,
cannot be fully evaluated.
If during the design process the solution fails to satisfy the design requirements due
to constraints imposed in previous steps, the designers must seek alternative solutions.
This means retracing their steps and remodelling part of the work, as represented in Figure
1a. In the earlier mentioned example, the designers would fail to find a satisfactory wing
profile and aspect ratio and be forced to change its position.
Since looking for alternative solutions requires going back to a previous state and
advancing once again from there, setbacks result in additional work and time delays and
consequently an increased design cost. While some degree of iteration is inevitable, major
setbacks discovered in the late development stages must be avoided at all costs [1].
As design advances, the increasing cost of going back progressively limits the design
freedom. If problems are discovered late, it may be preferable to stick with a sub-optimal
solution, because of the committed money cost.
This leads to a problem known as the design process paradox [2]: at the beginning, when
the design freedom is maximal, little information is available to guide the decision-making,
while instead towards the end, as more information is acquired, the design is set and the
initial freedom is lost. The paradox is depicted in Figure 1b.
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Setbacks are normal in product development, but their opportunity cost increases as the
design progresses, which leads to the design paradox. (a) Product development is characterised by
steps forward and setbacks due to the violation of design requirements. (b) The design paradox: as
designers gain knowledge on how to design the product, they lose the freedom to modify the design.
1.2. Aircraft Industry Strategies to Address the Paradox
The aircraft industry addresses this problem in two ways:
• Working in parallel on multiple models during early design,
• Using a multidisciplinary approach to design.
The process of aircraft design is divided in three stages [3]: conceptual, preliminary
and detailed. During conceptual design, when the committed costs are small, multiple
models are studied in parallel. This leads to an increased knowledge, which is vital to avoid
major setbacks. Multiple possibilities are explored, and the least promising designs are
quickly discarded without an impact on cost. This is the first strategy commonly adopted
by the industry.
As each decision influences all decisions downstream, the first design choices are
critical. Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) is a powerful and well-established
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approach for designing an aircraft while concurrently considering several requirements.
Bringing forward the use of MDO to the transition from conceptual to preliminary design
and advancing the design of each concept in parallel is the second strategy adopted to
prevent major setbacks.
1.3. Ignoring Local Non-Regular Areas Potentially Thwarts MDO Benefits
Despite these efforts, setbacks are still possible. For example, when MDO is applied to
airframe sizing, which is the focus of this paper, a known problem is related to the presence
of non-regular areas inside the structure. These comprise all those parts whose complex
mechanical behaviour is not captured by the coarse models used for MDO. Common
examples are: stringer run-outs, large cut-outs and bulkheads. The interaction of these
local models with the global model may have an influence on the behaviour of the entire
structure. For example, if a sequence of skin panels presents with a series of manholes and
inspection holes, each hole creates an opportunity for the load paths to split. This leads to
non-linear changes in the structural behaviour, which cannot be captured, if non-regular
areas are ignored during the global optimisation. The influence of these local details on the
overall structure is discussed in detail in Section 4; here, it suffices to say that neglecting
the study of them may lead to major setbacks only discovered during detailed design.
1.4. The Case for Global–Local MDO
In this paper, we delineate the problem of the global influence of local details and dis-
cuss the characteristics of the approach needed to extend an existing MDO architecture [3].
In short, this combines the efficient solution of the global problem with the ability to capture
the mechanical behaviour of local parts for the purpose of evaluating strength and buckling
constraints.
Ultimately this is the strategy of bringing knowledge of non-regular areas to the early
phases, where changes are cheap and design decisions are crucial.
1.5. Structure of the Article
This paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 presents a literature review
on MDO and its application to aircraft design. Sections 3 and 4 describe, respectively, the
current approach and its limitations. Lastly, Section 5 contains the conclusion.
2. Current State-of-the-Art for MDO and Its Application to Airframe Sizing
An early mention of the paradox in sequential design, with specific reference to the
aircraft industry, is found in [4] by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et al. Since the design of
an aircraft requires taking into account several disciplines and the interaction of several
subsystems, the authors suggest the use of Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO),
to overcome the paradox and reach an optimal design.
2.1. General Aspects of Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation
2.1.1. MDO Optimisation Problem
A Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) problem is a classical optimisation




subject to g(x, y) ≤ 0
h(x, y) = 0
where f is the objective function, g and h are the inequality and equality constraints,
respectively, x are the design variables and y is the solution of the Multidisciplinary
Analysis (MDA):
explicit form residual form
y = F(x) R((x), y) = 0
(1)
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The solution of the optimisation problem is bound to the solution of the MDA, since
f , g, h and their derivatives depend on y, as represented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Structure of an MDO problem.
2.1.2. Internal Structure of the Multidisciplinary Analysis
The MDA naturally breaks down in multiple Contributing Analyses (CAs), each
providing part of the solution y = [y1, . . . , yi, . . . , yN ].
Let the solution variables of the ith contributing analysis, yi, be called state variables.
These depend on the solution variables of other CAs, yj, as well as on the design variables
x. The ith contributing analysis can be formulated as:
explicit form
yi = Fi(x, yj)
∀j ∈ Ci
residual form
Ri((x, yj), yi) = 0
∀j ∈ Ci
(2)
where Ci indicates the set of CAs coupled with the ith CA, thus j ∈ Ci =⇒ j 6= i.
The ith CA can therefore be modelled as a system, as in Figure 3, receiving x, yj as an






Figure 3. A contributing analysis (i) modelled as a system, receiving input from another CA (j).
The MDA is a complex but structured problem, which can be seen as the combination
of smaller sub-problems, coupled as in Figure 4.














Figure 4. An MDA with 3 interacting CAs.
2.1.3. Difference between State and Coupling Variables
As a matter of fact, each CA does not depend on the state variables of other CAs
directly. It depends on them through a smaller subset of variables, called coupling variables
and denoted with yj. The ith CA can be modelled more precisely as in Figure 5, and its
formulation can be written as:
explicit form
yi = Fi(x, yj)
∀j ∈ Ci
residual form















Figure 5. A contributing analysis (i) modelled in detail, receiving input from another CA (j).
2.1.4. Contributing Analyses Result from Disciplines or Substructures
Since the coupling variables are fewer than the state variables, the CAs are coupled
together but also partially independent. It is because of this that representing the MDA
as a structured problem makes sense. In other words, the decomposition of the MDA in
multiple CAs is not arbitrary but such that, for each CA, the number of coupling variables
is much smaller than the number of state variables.
This often happens along interdisciplinary lines and physical boundaries, so it is
common to consider different disciplines and substructures as part of separate contributing
analyses.
2.1.5. MDO Architecture
The key to efficiently solve an MDO problem is to exploit the internal structure
problem and decompose it appropriately. Depending on the internal couplings and their
strength, different ways of nesting optimisation and analysis solutions might prove more
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effective in reducing computational cost. In this paper, the structure of the algorithm
applied to solve the MDO problem is called MDO architecture, as in [5].
2.2. Classification of MDO Architectures
Following the example of Cramer et al. in [6,7], MDO architectures can be classified
as Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF), Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF) and All-At-
Once (AAO). All of these are based on the same optimisation procedure, depicted in
Figure 6, but the difference lies in a different treatment of the analysis block, stemming
from radically different definitions of the underlying optimisation problems.
Figure 6. Overview of the optimisation procedure.
Another aspect in the classification of MDO architectures is the distinction between
monolithic and distributed, which is introduced at the end of this subsection and further
described in Section 2.3.
2.2.1. Multidisciplinary Feasible
MDF architectures represent the traditional approach and are the most intuitive to
understand. As represented in Figure 7, an MDF architecture is essentially an optimisation














Figure 7. Flowchart of multidisciplinary feasible architecture: detail of the analysis block from
Figure 6.
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subject to g(x, y) ≤ 0
h(x, y) = 0
where y is the solution of the MDA: R((x), y) = 0.
2.2.2. Individual Discipline Feasible
Another possibility is to break the coupling between disciplines, as represented in
Figure 8. Instead of directly providing each analysis i with the required coupling variable
yj, computed as the response of the analysis j, a value ŷj is provided by the optimiser
instead. In this way, each analysis can be solved independently, and the optimiser be-
comes responsible for enforcing the feasibility among disciplines through the consistency



















Figure 8. A coupling variable is substituted by a response–target and consistency constraint.
This strategy is known as Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF). As in MDF, each CA
satisfies the condition for individual discipline feasibility:
Ri((x0, xi, ŷj), yi) = 0 (4)
but, in contrast to MDF, it does not satisfy the condition for interdisciplinary feasibility:
yj − ŷj = 0 (5)
In other words, in each optimisation iteration, each discipline is solved with the given
input, but it is not guaranteed that the input of each discipline matches the output of the
coupled CAs, as represented in Figure 9. The optimisation problem can be written as:
minimise
x,ŷ
f (x, y(x, ŷ))
subject to g(x, y(x, ŷ)) ≤ 0
h(x, y(x, ŷ)) = 0
c = y(x, ŷ)− ŷ = 0







x ŷ1ŷ2, ŷ3 ŷ2
y1 y2 y3
y
Figure 9. Flowchart of the individual discipline feasibility architecture: detail of the analysis block
from Figure 6.
2.2.3. All-at-Once
The third option is All-At-Once (AAO). In this case, the optimiser directly operates
on the state variables y and the coupling variables copies ŷi. It is not only responsible for
coupling the CAs but also for satisfying each residual equation, as represented in Figure 10.
Therefore, during the optimisation, the design may be infeasible with respect to the single
discipline, as well as with respect to the interdisciplinary coupling. Only at convergence,




subject to g(x, y) ≤ 0
h(x, y) = 0
R((x), y) = 0
c = y(x, ŷ)− ŷ = 0
The first example of AAO was Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND), proposed
by Haftka in [8]. Instead of iteratively solving the analysis within each optimisation
iteration, SAND treats the response variables as design variables and adds an equality










Figure 10. Flowchart of the all-at-once architecture: details of the analysis block from Figure 6.
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subject to g(x, u) ≤ 0
(6)




subject to g(x, u) ≤ 0
R(x, u) = Ku− p = 0
(7)
The same idea can be applied if the underlying analysis is an MDA.
2.2.4. Monolithic and Distributed Architectures
Thus far, we assumed the entire procedure to be based on one unique optimisation
loop. When this is the case, the architecture is called monolithic. The alternative is a
procedure that includes multiple optimisation procedures. When this is the case, the
architecture is called distributed. Figure 11 illustrates the difference between the two.
In order to use a distributed architecture, the MDO problem must be decomposed in
multiple optimisation problems. Since there are several ways of decomposing the problem,
the topic of distributed architectures is rather complex. The next subsection is therefore
entirely dedicated to distributed architectures.
Figure 11. Comparison between a monolithic (left) and a distributed architecture (right).
2.3. Distributed Architectures
When the optimisation problem is decomposed into multiple sub-problems, a new
challenge emerges: the coordination of the sub-problems. Many architectures are based
on a two-level decomposition of the MDO problem: an upper system-level and a lower
one with multiple subsystems. The coordination can then be achieved by nesting the lower
level optimisations within the upper level optimisation.
2.3.1. Multilevel Optimisation by Linear Decomposition and CSSO
In [9], Sobieski et al. described one of the earliest examples of this approach. A multi-
level optimisation procedure based on a hierarchical linear decomposition was presented
in [4,10]. In 1988, Sobieszczanski-Sobieski introduced Concurrent Subspace Optimisa-
tion (CSSO) [11,12], a distributed architecture decomposing the problem along interdisci-
plinary lines, allowing to account for non-hierarchical relations between CAs. In CSSO, the
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design variables are partitioned and assigned to the CAs that are most influenced by them;
for each CA, all constraints are combined into a single cumulative constraint. Each CA is
individually optimised using a first order approximation of the coupled disciplines. This
allows the work in each discipline to be done in parallel. Coordination between different
CAs is controlled by parameters assigned by a coordination optimisation problem.
2.3.2. Global Sensitivity Equations
All these approaches rely on the formulation of the Global Sensitivity Equations
(GSEs), for the computation of
dy
dx
. Alternative formulations and approaches for the solu-
tion of GSEs were presented in [13]. The solution methods are not easily implemented but
present computational advantages when compared with finite differencing, as discussed,
for example, in [14].
2.3.3. BLISS
A more recent architecture is Bilevel Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS) [15]. Similar
to CSSO, BLISS is a distributed architecture, which decomposes the problem on two levels
and solves each discipline in parallel at the subsystem level. The coordination is ensured
by dividing the design variables in shared and local and retaining shared variables in the
system coordination problem.
2.3.4. Collaborative Optimisation and Its Extension
In 1995, Braun and Kroo introduced a decomposition known as Collaborative Optimi-
sation (CO) [16,17]. This is another example of a distributed approach, with a system level
optimisation problem and subsystem level optimisation problems defined by breaking the
interdisciplinary couplings. In this sense, the approach is similar to CSSO, but in the case
of CO, the sub-spaces receive copies of the shared design variables, which are fixed by
the system level optimiser. More recently, the approach was improved by providing each
subsystem with information on the constraints of other subsystems. The new approach,
named Extended Collaborative Optimisation (ECO) and presented in [18,19], follows the
idea of keeping the system level problem small, which is common to the original approach
(CO).
2.3.5. Quasi-Separable Decomposition
Most distributed approaches are based on decompositions, which lack a mathematical
justification, and may therefore not converge to the optimum. Haftka and Watson [20]
identified a class of optimisation problems, Quasi-Separable Problems (QSP), for which it
is possible to define a decomposition, supported by a rigorous mathematical theory and








subject to g(0)(x0) ≤ 0
g(i)(x0, xi) ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . , N
(8)








subject to g(0)(x0) ≤ 0
µi(x0, bi) ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . , N
(9)




subject to g(i)(x0, xi)− µi ≤ 0
fi(x0, xi)− bi − µi ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . , N
(10)
The idea is to provide a budget bi for fi, which is a maximum allowable value for fi.
In this way, the upper level problem does not directly require the computation of f i and is
therefore independent from xi. The upper level is solved for the optimal x0 and bi, where
the constraints g(i) are substituted by a constraint on the margin −µi. The lower level
problem operates on the local design variables xi to maximise the margin −µi, ensuring
that the value of fi(x0, xi) is contained within the allowed bi. The decomposition does not
introduce spurious solutions, local solutions of the decomposed problem correspond to
local solutions of original problem under convexity assumptions, and finding the global
optimum of the decomposed problem is equivalent to finding the global optimum of the
original quasi-separable problem.
An extension of the architecture to include mixed-integer problems at the lower level
and the corresponding conditions can be found in [21].
2.3.6. Analytical Target Cascading
A more general architecture known as Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) was devel-
oped by Kim et al. and presented in [22,23]. ATC is a distributed multilevel hierarchical
decomposition for MDO. The decomposition hierarchy follows a tree structure, in which
the master node at the top level is unique, and each node can have children. Each node
is coupled with its unique parent and its children but not with siblings. The coupling
variables are split into targets and responses. Each node represents an optimisation prob-
lem, which matches the target assigned by the parent problem with its own response, i.e.,
the result of the analysis associated with the node. In this sense, the targets are cascaded
from parent to child, hence the name of the method. The responses of the children are
treated as design variables by the parent node. To ensure the coupling of the targets with
the children true responses, consistency constraints are formulated in the optimisation
problem, for which a budget is included in the objective. In [24], Michelena et al. showed
that under convexity conditions, ATC converges to the optimum of the original problem.
The architecture has been successfully applied to industrial problems [25,26].
2.3.7. Augmented Lagrangian Decomposition
In [27], Tosserams et al. used augmented Lagrangian relaxation to improve the
efficiency of ATC. In [28], they showed how the method can be applied to the solution of
quasi-separable problems. Then in [29], they presented a decomposition for a more general
class of problems, with its corresponding solution strategy being a generalisation of both
ATC and the architecture proposed by Haftka and Watson [20].
2.3.8. Use of Response Surface Methods with Distributed Architectures
Many of the methods presented rely on isolated lower-level procedures, which are
called repeatedly within each iteration of an upper-level procedure. To take a further
advantage from the decomposition and completely decouple the upper- and lower-level
procedures, it is possible to interpose a response surface, as illustrated in Figure 12. The
lower level procedure is used to build and update the response surface, which is interro-
gated by the upper level procedure. This idea has been implemented in combination with
CSSO [30], BLISS [31], Collaborative Optimisation [32] and Quasi-Separable Decomposi-
tion (QSD) [33].
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(a) (b)
Figure 12. A response surface can be used to decouple a two-level architecture. (a) Two-level
architecture, with a nested optimisation loop. (b) A response surface (RSM) can be substituted for
the nested procedure. The RSM can be created and updated in parallel, effectively decoupling the
two optimisation procedures.
2.4. Choice of Architecture
In [34], Vanaret et al. have shown that the choice of the architecture is always influ-
enced by the problem under consideration. The choice of the architecture critically affects
the performance of the optimisation, but it is impossible to tell a priori which architecture
will perform better.
Since it is impractical to identify a promising architecture by trial and error, various
software frameworks have been developed to combine optimisers and discipline spe-
cific software for the solution of MDO problems. Some of these can be used to easily
benchmark and compare different architectures. An early example is pyMDO [35,36],
developed in Python by Tedford and Martins and used to compare many well-known archi-
tectures [37]. They found that monolithic architectures were better than distributed. Other
examples are openMDAO [38,39], developed by NASA, and GEMS [40,41], developed at
IRT Saint Exupery.
In [34], Vanaret et al. presented a methodology to compare architectures by replacing
each CA with a scalable analytic replacement function. Furthermore, they have shown
that the performance of an MDO architecture depends on the number of coupling and
design variables.
2.5. MDO Applications
Distributed architectures are commonly adopted for the design of aircraft and aircraft
wings in particular. The usual approach is to decompose the problem into two levels: the
global wing optimisation and the local sizing of selected panels.
2.5.1. Alternate Execution of Global and Local Optimisation
In [42], Ciampa et al. described an approach for the preliminary design of aircraft
wings. They applied a global–local decomposition to minimise the mass of the structure.
At a global level, they modelled the entire wing with spars and ribs and adopted a smeared
stiffness approach for the stringers. At the local level, they modelled isolated panels in
detail for the evaluation of stress and buckling constraints. To couple the two levels, they
applied global stress and displacement fields to the local panel, while the optimised local
design was used to update the global properties. In order to integrate the two optimisation
strategies, they alternately performed global and local optimisation.
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2.5.2. Nested Execution of Global and Local Optimisation
Instead of alternating between global and local optimisation, most authors propose to
treat the local optimisation as a nested procedure.
In [43], Noevere and Wilhite describe a global–local approach for the weight min-
imisation of a wingbox. The approach is limited to linear statics and considers strength,
buckling and maximum displacement constraints. At the global level, the weight of the
upper and lower skin is minimised by modifying the parameters of a stiffness distribution
function. In each iteration of the global optimisation, a nested local optimisation procedure
is selected for each panel, which receives the boundary loads and the assigned stiffness as
an input and provides weight and feasibility as output. At the local level, the weight of
isolated panels was minimised under strength and buckling constraints. For each panel
modelled with stringers, an equivalent panel with smeared stiffness was computed by
applying Classical Laminate Theory (CLT). Following this approach, they were able to take
as design variables the entries of the ABD matrix. Local constraints were evaluated through
response surfaces, which provide the constraint compliance/violation as a function of
the stiffness entries. Thanks to the use of stiffness variables and a response surface, the
local optimisation resulted in a linear programming problem, solved using the simplex
algorithm.
Other examples of a global–local approach, in which the local optimisation is imple-
mented as a nested procedure, can be found in the work of Kapania and his group [44–48].
Their work is related to the design and optimisation of metallic wings with curvilinear spars
and ribs. At the global level, the wing internal layout of spars and ribs is optimised. At the
local level, single panels are sized, as described in [49]. The global procedure consists of two
steps. In the first one, Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is used to optimise the number of
spars and ribs. In the second one, gradient based optimisation is used to optimise the shape
variables. The local panel optimisation, used to size the element thicknesses and optimise
the shape of the stiffeners, is called a nested procedure, which can be used for each design
to be evaluated. The approach considers multiple loadcases and multiple disciplines at
the wing level, while instead, only statics are used at the panel level to evaluate stress and
buckling constraints when enforcing the global displacements as boundary conditions. The
approach was extended from weight minimisation to multi-objective optimisation [50],
studying the compromise between weight and flutter speed.
In [51], Zhao and Kapania proposed a bi-level nested approach not based on a wing-
panel decomposition. The top level operates on the configuration of SpaRibs to satisfy
flutter constraints, using PSO, as described in [47]. The lower level control surface rotation
minimises the wing root bending moment by operating on the control surfaces rotations.
Stanford et al. in [52] and Stanford in [53] propose a bi-level nested strategy for
the optimisation of a wingbox. The upper level defines the topology and layout of the
wingbox, using a surrogate based optimisation strategy. The article compares a case with
straight stiffeners and ribs against one with curvilinear reinforcements. In the first case, the
upper optimisation modifies number, rotation and spacing of the stiffeners and number
and spacing of the ribs. In the second case, the optimiser additionally operates on some
shape parameters. The lower level sizes spars, ribs, skins and stiffeners using a gradient
based optimisation.
2.5.3. Parallel Execution through Response Surfaces
Instead of nesting the local optimisation within the global one, some authors pro-
pose the use of a response surface model with the results of the local panel optimisation,
effectively decoupling the two optimisations, which can then be run in parallel.
An example of this strategy is presented in [54] by Liu et al. The authors considered
the entire wing in the upper level and isolated panels in the lower one. At wing level,
they minimised the weight under strength and buckling constraints by modifying the
thicknesses of the various plies. At panel-level, after rounding the number of plies to
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an integer value, they maximised the buckling resistance for the given in-plane loads by
optimising the stacking-sequence with GA.
In [55], Elham et al. propose a bilevel optimisation strategy, in which the optimisation
problem is decomposed into top-level and multiple sub-level optimisations. The top-
level minimises a combination of weight and drag by modifying the planform geometry
of the aircraft. The two levels are coupled via consistency constraints in the top-level.
Therefore, the top-level defines targets for the sub-level optimisations by operating on the
values of drag coefficients, area of equivalent panel, lift curve slopes and airfoil pitching
moments. The sub-level optimisations modify the airfoil shapes to minimise the distance
to the top-level target values. This decomposition strategy is applied in combination with
response surfaces.
In [56,57], Ragon et al. described another weight minimisation procedure based on
a wing-panel decomposition. At the global level, the wing was sized on a coarse model.
At the local level, a detailed model of the panel was used for a precise sizing. The panel
was subject to global in-plane loads and was designed to match the stiffness requirements
resulting from the global optimisation. As in [54], the authors suggested the use of a
response surface to avoid nesting the local optimisation in the global one.
2.5.4. Comparison of the Three Approaches
It may not be possible to apply the method of alternating between a global and a local
optimisation, as this requires decomposing the original problem into two independent op-
timisation problems. This strategy effectively reduces the size of the optimisation problem
and avoids the computational cost associated with a nested optimisation procedure, but
may not converge to the optimal solution or may show a reduced speed of convergence, as
it alternatively fixes part of the design variables. Furthermore, there is not a clear criterion
to decide when to switch over to the other optimisation. Conversely, the strategy based
on a nested local optimisation is applicable to a larger class of problems and may lead
to a better solution but requires performing the local optimisation until convergence in
each iteration of the global optimisation. As it has been shown previously (Figure 12),
a response surface can be used in place of a nested local optimisation. This allows for
parallel execution as it effectively decouples global and local optimisation, but the accuracy
of the procedure is limited to that of the response surface. The comparison of two level
approaches is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of two-level approaches.
Two-Level Approaches Comparison
Alternate Global–Local




not always applicable, possible opti-
mality or convergence issues




References: Noevere and Wilhite [43], Kapania et al. [44–50]
Advantages:








limited to the accuracy of the response
surface
3. Current Practice in Structural Aircraft Design
3.1. Application of MDO in the Design Process
The design of a new aircraft usually starts with a list of requirements, either directly
requested by the customer or identified as a customer need by the aircraft manufacturer.
As mentioned in the introduction, the process that follows is divided into three stages:
conceptual, preliminary and detailed [58].
3.1.1. Conceptual Design
Many configurations, called conceptual designs, are generated, each with its strengths
and weaknesses. This marks the start of the conceptual design phase. During the conceptual
design phase, the different variants are further developed, with the aim of identifying
the most promising one. The trade-off between different performance measures, such as
weight, range, fuel efficiency or payload, is evaluated, and the least promising designs are
identified and discarded.
3.1.2. Preliminary Design
As the set has been reduced to one or, at most, two similar variants, the preliminary
design begins. During this phase, the design is further optimised and analysed, and more
details are defined. At the end of the preliminary design phase, the FE-model still lacks
many details, but most of the aspects defining the design are fixed. For example, the
position of cut-outs or the number and spacing of ribs and stringers has been determined.
The mass estimation is more precise, and the general loadpaths of the structure have been
determined.
3.1.3. Detailed Design
The chosen configuration then enters the detailed design phase. Each component is
defined in detail. For those components that are subject to complex stress states, Detailed
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Finite Element Models (DFEMs) are created and sized to sustain the predetermined loads.
At last, the design can be certified, and the manufacturing process starts.
3.1.4. The Role of MDO
We mentioned in the introduction the importance of using MDO as a tool to address
the design paradox. By means of MDO, it is possible to maximise the performance of an
aircraft configuration.
Nevertheless, MDO is not applied during the early stages of conceptual design. This
is because, at the beginning, not even a CAD model is available, and time is needed for the
preparation of the FE models and the definition of design variables and constraints required
by MDO. Because of this extra time, other approaches are preferred to MDO during the
early stages of conceptual design, as they can be used to discard several configurations
more quickly.
3.1.5. Where Is Airframe MDO Used?
There are two scenarios in which global structural MDO can be used. The first one
is in the transition from conceptual to preliminary design. As soon as the number of
configurations is sufficiently reduced, MDO can be applied to improve the performance
of each variant. The aim during this phase is not only to optimise each design but also
to assess its performance. In particular, two aspects are considered, with the ultimate
goal of comparing different designs and selecting the most promising one: whether the
configuration can meet the requirements and how sensitive the performance is to a change
in design. It is therefore possible to maximise the performance and to identify so-called
“show-stoppers” as early as possible.
MDO can also be used in the context of preliminary design. Proper FE-models are
already available at this stage, and the concept is defined, but there is still enough freedom
to modify the main structural elements. An example would be the material or shape of
the stringers. Furthermore, the location of cut-outs has been approximately defined, but
the engineers still have the freedom, for example, to move a manhole to the next rib-bay.
Figure 13 illustrates the stages where MDO is used.
Figure 13. The design phases and the use of MDO.
3.2. Non-Regular Areas in Aircraft Design
3.2.1. MDO Relies on Coarse Models
MDO, as described above, is a tool used to globally optimise the design of an entire
aircraft or major components of its structure as a whole wing. In this context, the FE-
models used are necessarily simple and neglect many details of the structure. This goes
well together with the fact that most details have not been defined yet and that the primary
goal at this stage is to determine the loadpaths and the internal stresses of the structure.
3.2.2. Presence of Non-Regular Areas
Some components, which because of their geometry would undergo a complex de-
formation, are excluded from the optimisation. The level of detail required to capture the
irregularities of their displacement field would result in a prohibitive modelling effort and
add to the computational cost of the MDO procedure. These components will be called
non-regular areas within this work. Examples of these are cut-outs, bulkheads, stringer
run-outs and points of local load introduction, such as engine pylons (Figure 14).
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(a) Cut-out (b) Bulkhead (c) Stringer run-out
Figure 14. Examples of non-regular areas.
3.2.3. Location of Non-Regular Areas
It is already known that some areas will host some particular features, such as a
manhole or a stringer run-out. Nevertheless, the exact position of non-regular areas in the
model depends on the design phase in which MDO is being applied. When using MDO
in the late stages of conceptual design, the FE-model will be created starting from a CAD
model.
As the position of main structural components is still being defined, the location of non-
regular areas is determined using heuristic techniques, relying on engineering experience.
If instead MDO is being used in the context of preliminary design, an FE-model is already
available.
In this case, the position of non-regular areas is practically prescribed in the sense that
only minor adjustments are allowed.
3.2.4. FE-Modelling of Non-Regular Areas
When MDO is used, local features of the structure are not modelled in detail and
cannot be as they have not been designed yet. In order to account for the details that are not
represented and their mechanical properties, non-regular areas are modelled by modifying
the stiffness of one or more bidimensional elements. In particular, using approximation
formulae that modify Young’s modulus of the element, the in-plane and the bending
stiffnesses are estimated. It is sometimes possible to capture the stiffness of the feature with
sufficient precision. In other cases, this procedure results in an under- or over-estimation of
the stiffness. In a similar way, the weight estimation is also compromised by the lack of a
detailed model.
3.2.5. Handling of Non-Regular Areas in the Optimisation
Non-regular areas are not updated during the optimisation. They are kept fixed while
the MDO procedures operate on the elements around them, for which design variables are
defined.
Furthermore, these areas are not constrained since the displacement field computed
by the analyses, despite being capable of capturing the overall deformation of the structure,
is not sufficiently accurate to describe the internal deformation of the non-regular areas. It
is not possible to prevent a constraint violation within a non-regular area. One can only
constrain the surrounding elements, which inject and extract the load from the part and
design their thicknesses to divert part of the load away.
4. Limitations of the Current State-of-the-Art
4.1. Possible Consequences of Neglecting Local Areas
The approach, presented in the previous section, is limited by the lack of detailed
models of non-regular areas, such as cut-outs, bulkheads, stringer run-outs and engine py-
lons. This causes the following issues: (i) an inaccurate weight estimation; (ii) an inaccurate
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stiffness estimation; (iii) the inability to apply optimisation constraints to the non-regular
areas; and iv) the inability to optimise these complex parts. These consequences may result
in turn in four major problems: (a) wrong assessment of the configuration performance, (b)
inaccurate representation of the global optimisation problem, (c) undetected local constraint
violations, (d) sub-optimal overall design.
4.1.1. Wrong Assessment of the Configuration Performance
The inaccurate weight estimation of the local part is itself a problem. It influences the
weight of the final design and in turn many measures of performance. Therefore, it affects
the comparison with other configurations during conceptual design, as summarised in
Figure 15. Since the non-regular areas often represent heavily reinforced parts, the effect of










Figure 15. Wrong assessment of the configuration performance.
4.1.2. Inaccurate Representation of the Global Optimisation Problem
The second problem is that the result of the MDO procedure is, possibly, a sub-optimal
or invalid design because the optimisation problem is not accurately defined. By this, we
mean that the design is feasible and optimal given the available information (Figure 16a),
but as soon as the information on the non-regular areas is more accurately gauged, the







Figure 16. Consequences of an inaccurate representation of the optimisation problem. (a) Optimisa-
tion problem solved by the MDO procedure; (b) Suboptimal solution: when accurately represented,
the objective is different; (c) Invalid solution: when accurately represented, the constraints are
different.
Inaccurate stiffness estimation of the non-regular areas alter the analyses solutions
and cause constraint violation to be over- or under-estimated. If, in particular, the stiffness
was overestimated, a greater portion of the load will be funnelled through the non-regular
area. As a consequence, the structures acting in series along the main loading direction,
injecting and extracting load from the part, will be subject to more stress. Instead, structures
acting in parallel will be subject to less stress. Therefore, the MDO procedure will design
structures in series to be thicker than they need to be and structures in parallel to be thinner.
An analogous effect with opposite results would be the consequence of an underestimation
of the stiffness. In this case, the phenomenon is relevant, even if the non-regular areas are
not particularly heavy.
The same might happen due to wrong weight estimations since these also alter the
analyses solutions. Inaccurate weight estimations result in wrong inertia loads. Wrong
inertia loads affect the analyses solutions. As a result, if the constraint violations are
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over-estimated, some parts of the structure are sized thicker than they need to be; thus,
the final design will be heavier (sub-optimal design). If instead the constraint violation is
under-estimated, the structure will be thinner than it needs to be and possibly unable to
sustain the real loads (invalid design). This effect is non-negligible if the non-regular areas
are relatively heavy compared to the whole structure.
The effect of both, the inaccurate estimation of stiffness and the inaccurate estimation
of mass, have been summarised in Figure 17.
inaccurate
stiffness and mass









Figure 17. Inaccurate representation of the global optimisation problem.
4.1.3. Undetected Local Constraint Violations
The third problem is that the design could violate constraints within the non-regular
areas, as summarised in Figure 18. The MDO will be able to converge to a feasible solution,
which satisfies all the constraints considered. Nevertheless, additional requirements for the
displacement field over non-regular areas exist, although they could not be applied due to
the lack of a sufficiently detailed model. If the unconstrained local areas become infeasible,
the design cannot be accepted. The risk of this happening can be reduced by controlling
the geometry and the constraints of the structures surrounding the non-regular area, but it





violation of local constraints
gL > 0
Figure 18. Undetected local constraint violations.
4.1.4. Sub-Optimal Overall Design
Lastly, optimising the structure without changing the design of the non-regular areas
and subsequently optimising these in a subsequent step may prevent the optimiser from
reaching a better optimum, as part of the design variables are alternatively fixed. This has
been summarised in Figure 19.
absence of local DVs
no tL
sub-optimal design
(tG, tL) 6= optimal
Figure 19. Sub-optimal overall design.
4.2. Example
4.2.1. MDO of an Aircraft with a Non-Regular Area
As an example of the problems that might arise without appropriately treating local
areas, we apply MDO to the model represented in Figure 20. As shown in Figure 21, the
right wing of the model presents a non-regular area, highlighted in yellow (Figure 21c).
The part represents a cut-out in the lower-skin of the wing. Cut-outs like this are typically
found on the lower skin and are known in the industry as manholes or access panels.
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Figure 20. Finite element model of OptiMALE.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 21. Non-regular area (in yellow) as represented in the aircraft model. (a) OptiMALE with
the wing upper-skin removed; (b) Zoom on the right wing (upper-skin removed); (c) Zoom on the
non-regular area (in yellow); (d) Zoom on the non-regular area with surrounding spars and ribs
removed.
4.2.2. Modelling of the Non-Regular Area
In the global model, the non-regular area shown in Figure 21d is represented following
a smeared stiffness approach, which greatly reduces the number of elements, but does not
permit exactly representing the stiffness of the part, nor accurately capturing the internal
displacement field. When separately modelled in detail, the part appears as in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Detailed representation of the non-regular area.
4.2.3. Optimisation and Subsequent Detailed Analysis
Using the simplified modelling of the part, the aeroplane is optimised, keeping the
design of the non-regular area fixed without applying any constraint to it. After the
MDO procedure is concluded and the design has been optimised, the non-regular area is
separately designed in detail and analysed by enforcing at the boundaries the displacements
from the aircraft model.
4.2.4. Constraint Violation
As the detailed model of the non-regular area is created and the part is analysed, a
violation of the local axial strain constraints is revealed.
Figure 23 shows the maximum composite strain at the beginning of the optimisation,
i.e., after 7 iterations (Figure 23a), and at the end of the optimisation, i.e., after 331 iterations,
(Figure 23b).
If the strain is measured close to the hole but avoids the elements directly linked to
the edge where the strain concentration occurs, after 7 iterations, all measures are below
the allowable value of 5.5× 10−3. This can be seen in Figure 23a and also from the data in
Table 2. This means that the local area was initially sized correctly to sustain the loads at
the beginning of the optimisation.
Nevertheless, as the optimisation reaches the optimum, the local values of strain
exceed the allowable value. Table 2 reports the reserve factors (RFs) after 7 iterations





(a) After 7 iterations (b) At convergence
Figure 23. Violation of strain constraints in the local model.
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Table 2. Composite axial strain.
Element ID At 7 Iterations At Convergence Drop in RF
Allowable Actual RF Actual RF
42403021 5.5 × 10−3 4.830 × 10−3 1.14 5.564 × 10−3 0.99 −0.15
42403023 5.5 × 10−3 5.002 × 10−3 1.10 5.757 × 10−3 0.96 −0.14
42403025 5.5 × 10−3 5.126 × 10−3 1.07 5.898 × 10−3 0.93 −0.14
42403027 5.5 × 10−3 5.221 × 10−3 1.05 6.003 × 10−3 0.92 −0.14
42403189 5.5 × 10−3 5.247 × 10−3 1.05 6.030 × 10−3 0.91 −0.14
42403191 5.5 × 10−3 5.218 × 10−3 1.05 5.993 × 10−3 0.92 −0.14
42403193 5.5 × 10−3 5.154 × 10−3 1.07 5.916 × 10−3 0.93 −0.14
42403195 5.5 × 10−3 5.031 × 10−3 1.09 5.772 × 10−3 0.95 −0.14
42403197 5.5 × 10−3 4.835 × 10−3 1.14 5.545 × 10−3 0.99 −0.15
4.2.5. On the Importance of Considering Local Sizing during Global MDO
This example shows that excluding non-regular areas from the optimisation and
leaving them unconstrained can lead to a significant and unpredictable drop of the reserve
factors, even if the local area was initially correctly sized.
This problem may be solved by sizing the local part, but modifying the local stiffness
and mass can dramatically alter the loadpaths of the entire structure and potentially
invalidate the design obtained by MDO. This is typical of non-regular areas like the one
presented, especially in the case of a sequence of similar cut-outs along the wing span.
Thus, local constraint violations like these, only discovered at a later stage, may force the
designers to repeat a multidisciplinary optimisation and therefore result in a costly setback.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a systematic review of the state-of-the-art research in Mul-
tidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO) and global–local optimisation methods, mainly
focusing on the application of airframe sizing in the aerospace industry. Moreover, we
presented the current industry practice in airframe sizing and its limitations. In particular,
we gave a detailed account of why it is desirable to consider the influence of non-regular
areas, on the sizing of primary structures, and of what might be the consequences of
neglecting them. As explained in the previous section, the main limitations of the approach
described are caused by:
• Inaccurate weight and stiffness estimations,
• The fact that non-regular areas are kept fixed during the optimisation,
• The lack of constraints defined over the non-regular areas.
Including them directly as a local refinement would allow the optimisation and
definition of constraints while guaranteeing a correct evaluation of weight and stiffness.
Nevertheless, this is not a viable solution because the non-regular parts require a detailed
modelling, and an approach like that would result in a prohibitive computational cost of
the MDO procedure.
The benefits that come from the early adoption of MDO as a design tool may be
compromised if the analysis and sizing of non-regular areas are neglected. We presented
the case for integrating the design of these parts in the MDO procedure. In particular, we
have shown that keeping local areas fixed and unconstrained or wrongly estimating their
properties may lead to:
1. A wrong performance assessment, which affects the choice of the best design concept;
2. A non-optimal design;
or
3. Constraint violations, both of which may force to repeat the MDO process and cause
costly delays.
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A solution must enhance the current procedure with some information from the
detailed modelling of non-regular areas while containing the overall computational cost.
To this end, one can exploit the following facts:
• The MDO procedure only requires detailed information about weight and stiffness,
• Detailed FE-models are mainly needed to evaluate constraint violations within non-
regular areas for which not all disciplines must be solved.
Future work will define, implement and test a procedure designed to take advantage
of these facts. Lastly, the additional computational cost will have to be measured and
weighted against the expected advantages.
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IDF Individual Discipline Feasible
AAO All-At-Once
SAND Simultaneous Analysis and Design
CSSO Concurrent Subspace Optimisation
GSE Global Sensitivity Equation
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CO Collaborative Optimisation
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